Programme overview

Monday 17th April 09:30 – 17:00

09.30 – 11:30 EBLIDA Executive Committee Meeting – by invitation only Conference Room BNL
   NAPLE e-book group meeting, Amphi room
11:30 – 12:30 National Library of Luxembourg, private visit (only EBLIDA EC & NAPLE e-book group)
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch EBLIDA Executive Board and NAPLE, by invitation only
14:00 – 14:30 Registration for the EBLIDA Annual Council, the NAPLE General Assembly and the PL2030
   "Salle de reunion" on the 2nd floor
14.30 - 17.00 EBLIDA Annual Council Meeting (for EBLIDA Members only)
   "Salle de conference" on the 2nd floor
14:30 - 17:00 NAPLE General Assembly (for NAPLE Members only)
14:30 - 17:00 PL2030 Meeting

Evening programme – Council dinner
(Only available to those who, during the registration process, purchased the dinner ticket.)
Meeting point: National Library of Luxembourg (NLL), behind the building (rue Albert Borschette)
Time: 18:30 Please be on time, bus leaves at 18:30 to take participants to the restaurant – and back to NLL
   after dinner, it will stop at: 1.) Quarter Central Station (rue de Strasbourg);  2.) Center (37, Bvd F.D.
   Roosevelt);  3.) Petit Glacis (near tram station Fayencerie) and finally at 4.) NLL.

Tuesday 18th April 09:00 – 17:45

Day 1 - EBLIDA Conference
“Who is afraid of library power? Empowering citizens for a democratic and sustainable society”.
Registration desk opens at 08:30! The main sessions will take place in the Conference Room, followed by
workshops. Please check where your workshop will take place.

Evening programme – Conference dinner
(Only available to those who, during the registration process, purchased the dinner ticket.)
20:00 Meet at restaurant Restaurant Piri Piri Near to the tram stop "Universitéit" (Map)

Wednesday 19th April 09:00 – 16:45

Day 2 - Joint EBLIDA-NAPLE-PL2030 Event & RL:EU event
Desk opens at 08:30!
09:00 – 12:30 Main events in Conference room, please check where your workshop will take place.
12:30 – 14:30 lunch
14:30 – 16:45 RL:EU Event (16:45 – END of conference)

Thursday 20th April – Library visit

Library Visit require pre-registration.

9:30-11:30: Guided visit (in English) of the award-winning Luxembourg Learning Centre (University Library
   of Luxembourg) in Esch/Belval, Southern Luxembourg.
Transport:
By train (for free) from Luxembourg Central Station (08:51) right to station “Belval Université” (31 minutes)
   – and back afterwards by train again in Luxembourg-City (12:19)